This paper presents an analytical method for synthesis of function generating spherical 4R mechanisms for the five precision points. For the design requirements an additional parameter, reference value of output angle, w 0 , was added to angular link length parameters, a i (i = 1,. . . , 4). In the dimensional synthesis procedure, a novel approach of polynomial approximation method was proposed to determine these five design parameters. Using this method, a set of five non-linear equations was easily transformed into a set of fifteen linear equations. Hence, the problem was reduced to the solution of a cubic polynomial equation. Moreover, a graphical method in a CAD environment is proposed to verify the solutions.
Introduction
Both planar and spherical linkage mechanisms are constrained mechanisms in three-dimensional Euclidean space R 3 . Their links are constrained to move on planar and spherical surfaces, respectively. Two independent coordinates are necessary and sufficient to describe a point on both planar and spherical surfaces. In this point of view, planar and spherical mechanisms are similar. On the other hand, moving links of both spherical and spatial mechanisms generate three-dimensional movements. That is to say, spherical mechanisms are an intermediate stage between planar and spatial mechanisms [3] . Actually, because of intersecting all of their joint axes at infinity, planar mechanisms are a special case of spherical mechanisms. Similarly, because of intersecting all of their joint axes at the same point, spherical mechanisms are a special case of spatial mechanisms.
Several discussions on the synthesis of function generating spherical mechanisms have been widely studied in [6] [7] [8] 17, [23] [24] [25] . Applications of spherical mechanisms to robotic mechanical systems and to rehabilitation treatment of the anatomic joints have been proposed by Chablat and Angeles [5] and Hong et al. [14] . Most industrial manipulators have a spherical wrist, which can be described by the rotations of the end effectors about three revolute joints with intersecting axis. Bruyninckx et al. [2] describes a spherical 4R wrist, which can be transformed to equivalent spherical 3R wrist by coupled second and third joint axes. The synthesis problem in the design of a function generating spherical four-bar mechanism which describes the input-output motion by using analytical methods of polynomial approximation for given three, four and five precision points were studied by several researchers [1, 9, 10, 19, 20, 28] .
In analytical and optimization synthesis problem, the additional synthesis conditions such as Grashof, assembly, transmission angles, singularity, workspace and others should also be studied. Grashof conditions for spherical 4R linkages were first presented by Freudenstein [11] . Several other studies, [6, 12, 13, 15, 23] , have been made to derive different forms of spherical rotatability. Kazerounian [15] introduced that the transmission angle formulation in a spherical four-bar linkage is a quartic equation in t, tangent of the half of the input angle, and the mobility of the spherical linkage is related to the number of the real roots of this quartic equation. Solutions of this research agree with the ones discussed in other studies [12, 22] .
The equality and inequality synthesis conditions as gross mobility equations and the conditions of the relative motion for all the links of the 4R spherical mechanism have been presented by Cervantes-Sanchez et al. [4] . It was also shown in the same study that the 4R spherical linkage can be classified in 33 types. Ruth and McCarthy [21] introduced 81 spherical linkage types which were separated into three assembly constraints: 27 linkages for a 1 + a 2 + a 3 + a 4 < 0, 27 linkages for a 1 + a 2 + a 3 + a 4 = 0 and 27 linkages for a 1 + a 2 + a 3 + a 4 > 0. Here aÕs are the angular link-length of spherical four-bar linkage. From these 81 linkages, there are 65 types of folding spherical linkages and 16 non-folding types. Ruth and McCarthy [21] also used the fundamental BurmesterÕs geometrical synthesis theory for describing a CAD (computer aided design) software system for spherical four-bar linkages. The first spherical mechanism computer-aided design program was written by Larochelle et al. [16] . Tse and Larochelle also presented a new method for approximating a finite set of n spatial locations with n spherical orientations [26] . The singularity conditions in finite position synthesis of spherical 4R linkage were discussed by McCarthy and Bodduluri [18] . Generalizations of FilemonÕs construction and Waldron three circle diagram in spherical 4R synthesis theory gives three quadratic cones and the coupler passes through the specified orientations avoiding singular configurations [18] .
As discussed above, some researchers are concerned with additional synthesis conditions as equality and inequality, whereas the others are concerned with analytical synthesis problem and synthesizing the parameters.
The objective of this study was to apply superposition method for linearization of non-linear synthesis equations in the problem of analytical synthesis of function generating spherical 4R linkage mechanism described by five precision points. Using approximation method and solving of the third order equation, three solutions were found with only one of them being real. Application of these synthesized parameters to spherical 4R linkage mechanism gives a mechanism that satisfies the given function on the precision points. Also, a constraint condition, minimum deviation area, is represented. It is shown that how the location of the precision points effects the deviation from given function.
Definition of spherical four-bar geometry
In Fig. 1 , vectors of revolute pairs of spherical four-bar mechanism were shown as position vectors and they are named as A, B, C and D, respectively. Vector A has been aligned to the x-axis, vector B has been put on x-y plane and all vector lengths are assumed as 1 for simplifying the problem. Because the locus of points in space having a given fixed distance from a given point O is called as sphere, all heads of vectors A, B, C and D, are on the surface of the sphere. To derive one simple equation using the terms a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , u and w, some perpendicular lines to coordinate axes were dropped and formed right-angled triangles. Using triangular relations following equations can be written:
where Sx and Cx stand for sin(x) and cos(x) respectively. The components of the position vectors A,B, C and D, given in Fig. 1 
By using scalar product of vectors C and D, the following equation can be written:
Substitution of Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) gives a general position equation (or objective function) of spherical four-bar mechanism as follows:
The problem of finding four constant parameters, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 , for a given set of variable input and output angle parameters, u i and w i , is known as a synthesis problem of spherical fourbar mechanism. Eq. (4) can be transformed into a set of linear equations, Eq. (5), as follows:
where
This is a system of linear equations which is a set of four linear equations with four unknowns, P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 . Each precision point corresponds to an equation. After solving the unknowns, angles a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 can be easily calculated from Eq. (6).
Synthesis of four-bar mechanism with five parameters
The main idea in function generating synthesis of spherical four-bar mechanisms is the design of a mechanism so that to provide a prescribed motion between input and output links. Reference angles of input and/or output angles are important in function generation since a definite portion of the function has to be satisfied. In this paper, the output angle, w, was considered as the sum of two angles, reference angle, w 0 , and variable angle, w i . If w i is replaced by this sum, w 0 + w i , the following equation can be obtained:
In this case, we have five unknowns: a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and w 0 . Hence the synthesis problem becomes the solution of these unknowns using data set of u i and w i , i = 1, . . . , 5. The simultaneous equations in Eq. (7) are a set of five non-linear equations with five unknowns. Division of all terms in Eq. (7) by Ca 1 Sa 2 Sa 4 Cw 0 gives the following set of equations,
In this case, there are seven unknowns but only five linear equations. Since the number of linear equations is less than the number of unknowns, Eq. (8) is an Underdetermined Linear System of Equations. To find an analytical solution of Eq. (8), two more equations are required. These two additional equations can be found by making some manipulations and arrangements between constant parameters of this equation as follows:
If k 1 and k 2 are defined as non-linear parameters in place of P 6 and P 7 , respectively, Eq. (9) becomes
The terms with k 1 and k 2 can be gathered on the same side of equation
Since all the terms of the left side of Eq. (11) are linear, it was assumed that the constructional parameters, P k (k = 1, . . . , 5), are linearly proportional with k 1 and k 2 as follows:
Substituting Eq. (10) and (12) into Eq. (11) gives
The coefficients of the terms with k 1 , k 2 and without k in Eq. (13) can be equalized and represented in the standard matrix form as
where A m is matrix of coefficients, x m is the column vector of variables and b m is the column vector of solutions. It should be noted here that A m is a Block Diagonal Matrix. This kind of matrix is a square diagonal matrix in which the diagonal elements, [X] 5·5 , are square matrices, and the offdiagonal elements are 0. Therefore, Eq. (14) can be given explicitly as
where X ¼ 
. . . 
Arranging Eq. (16) yields
By multiplying the second line of Eq. (17) with ÀA 2 /B 2 and then by summation of the first and second lines side by side and rearrangement of the terms gives,
Substituting k 2 and k 
where (19) , it is important to see that D 4 becomes zero, which reduces the order of the polynomial Eq. (19) from fourth to third degree. So finally, the following third degree of polynomial in k 1 is found,
To solve this cubic Eq. (20) , without loss of generality it may be assumed that the coefficient of k 3 1 can be taken as 1. To do this, all terms are divided by D 3 as follows:
Weisstein [27] informs that the solution of the general cubic equations was published by Gerolamo Cardano (1501-1576). This method is used here to solve this cubic equation. A substitution of the form
is used to eliminate the a 2 term. Putting this term into Eq. (21) gives
The x 2 is eliminated by lettering d = a 2 /3. So Eq. (23) becomes 
Solution of this quadratic equation gives following Eq. (27):
Putting all the relevant terms in place in Eq. (22) gives
Substituting this value for k 1 in Eq. (28) into Eq. (18) gives k 2 . k 1 and k 2 are used to find P k , k = 1, . . . , 5 in Eq. (12) . Finally, using these P k values all of the design parameters, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and w 0 , can be found as in Eq. (29).
a 3 ¼ cos À1 ðcos a 1 cos a 2 cos a 4 À P 1 cos a 1 sin a 2 sin a 4 cos w 0 Þ;
Scale of given function
Given function is in the form of y = f(x). In most of the industrial applications, designers may want to use some part and some scale of this given function in their design. For example, a designer may need to design a spherical for-bar linkage mechanism satisfying, say, an exponential function, y = x a . A part of this function, x min 6 x i 6 x max should be scaled to the input angle as u min 6 u i 6 u max (where i is the precision number). Also the output angle, w, can be scaled independently in the range of w min 6 w i 6 w max . To scale function y = f(x) to function w = f(u) linearly, following equations should be satisfied.
Deriving x and y values from Eq. (30) and substituting to the given function gives following w = f(u) function. Similarly, any continuous y = f(x) function can be scaled to w = f(u) function for given range.
Constraint conditions
As seen in section 3, calculating the constructional parameters is straightforward for a given set of precision points. The designer will only needs to determine the input angles, u i (i = 1, . . . , 5) . Then, output angles, w i (i = 1, . . . , 5), will be calculated by using scaled form of given function. Actually infinite number of set of precision points satisfying the given function can be selected. Every set of precision points leads related set of constructional parameters. That is to say, another set of precision points means another completely different mechanism. So, additional constraint conditions are required to select better mechanism according to the designerÕs requirements.
Many constraint conditions have been given by some researchers before [4, 6, [11] [12] [13] 15, 23] . In most of the applications, the input crank in a linkage should be able to rotate 360°. McCarthy [17] gave the spherical version of GrashofÕs criterion as s + l < p + q. Where s + l is the summation of the angular link-lengths of shortest and longest links while p + q is the summation of the reminders. Another constraint is transmission angle. Transmission angle, f, is the outer angle between coupler and driven links. Drive force that is transmitted by the coupler link acts upon driven link by this angle. Longitudinal component of this force creates a reaction force at revolute joint while the lateral component acts as a working force. So, cos(f) is used comprehensively as a measurement of the efficiency of linkages. In some other design problems, angular link-length ratios of the spherical mechanism should be in a specific range. All of these constraint conditions have been discussed comprehensively before. In this paper we represented a constraint condition: MDA (minimum deviation area), to select the mechanism that has a minimum amount of deviation from the given function.
Synthesized mechanism will exactly pass through the precision points only. Whereas, out of the precision points there will always be some amount of positive or negative deviation (or error) as seen in Fig. 2 . As seen in Fig. 3 , by assuming different set of precision points the profile of the resulting function and total area of the deviation from the given function is changed. In some high precision industries, this deviation may be highly risky. A number of constraints can be defined to control this deviation (e.g. minimum positive deviation, minimum negative deviation etc.). Using MDA constraint, all of the precision points should be selected so that the absolute value of the total deviation area will be the minimum.
Algorithm of the design procedure
In this section, an algorithm was developed to apply all of these equations and criteria to the synthesis problem. Although satisfying the given function, not all sets of the precision points can lead to a working spherical four-bar linkage. Two solutions of quadratic Eq. (26) may be both real, or both complex. If roots are complex, this means that this mechanism cannot be exist. Therefore, the roots of this quadratic equation must be checked to be sure that the solution sets are formed by only the real roots.w i angles can be calculated by using w = f(u) equation for given u i angles. Because u min and u max are the limits of the input angle, these precision points have been fixed. The only variable parameters were assumed as u 2 , u 3 and u 4 . If any two of the uvalues are assumed as same, this will cause to be the same of two rows of X matrix in Eq. (15) . In this case, the rank of the X matrix will be decreased from five to four and no solution will be reached. Because of this situation, every precision point should be taken as different. Input angle was divided into n d (number of division) parts. So input angle increments, d, were calculated as (u max À u min )/ n d . So, u 2 was changed from u 1 + d to u 5 À 3 * d, u 3 was changed from u 2 + d to u 5 À 2 * d and u 4 was changed from u 3 + d to u 5 À d. Possible number for every variable input angles, n, can be calculated as following Eq. (32):
where n d is division number and n v is variable number. n v was taken three in this paper. Because precision points will not be repeated, total number of the selection sets, S, can be calculated as follows: 
Exponential changing of the number of the set was shown in Fig. 5 . At the end of the design procedure, not only the constant parameters of this linkage mechanism but also the precision points themselves have to be documented. To know the location of the precision points, at which this mechanism exactly passes through, may be highly important for designers. The flowchart of the developed synthesis algorithm is presented in Fig. 4 . It should be noted here that the only applied constraint was MDA in this algorithm. A designer can also use as many criteria as he required. Every criterion, as MDA, transmission angle, angular link-length ratios, etc. can be attached to this algorithm easily. Intersection of these conditions gives a solution set of synthesized linkages satisfying all of these conditions simultaneously.
Numerical example
In this example, a function generating synthesis of a spherical four-bar linkage was attempted. The given function was selected as y = x 0. 6 . Input and output angles, u i and w i , are thought as a scale of x and y, respectively. Limits were given as 1 6 x 6 5; 1 0.6 6 y i 6 5 0.6 ; 8 6 u 6 80 and 5 6 w 6 160
. In this paper d was taken as 1. A P4-2 GHz computer system was used to run the algorithm in Fig. 4 . Total CPU time was found as 8.25 s. Solutions were shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6 . CAD drawing of the synthesized mechanism was shown in Fig. 7 . It is important to say that, after complex link-length solutions have been excluded, some of the remainders were found to be negative. Actually when we try to verify these solutions by using geometrical method that was given in Appendix A, it is seen that these linkages also satisfy the given function. It is because negative signed a 2 , say, at a u input angle is the same thing with the positive signed of the same a 2 at a u + p input angle. But because negative signed link-length was not defined, only positive signed ones were excepted, though they are possible geometrically. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a detailed geometrical derivation of the general motion equation of a spherical four-bar linkage was given with an additional parameter, reference of the output angle, in a readily intelligible manner. By using a novel polynomial approximation method, a set of five non-linear equations was transformed into a set of 15 linear equations. Further, a constraint condition (MDA: minimum deviation area) is proposed as a criteria to choose the most precise linkage among all of the solution sets. Furthermore, in function generation synthesis procedure, it was observed that the location of the precision points had a dramatical effect on this constraint. It is concluded that the MDA has been reached in a state of approximately equispaced distribution of precision points. Once all constructional parameters are known, output angles, w i , can be checked for given input angles, u i , geometrically, by using CAD programs. In this paper AutoCAD 2000 program was used for this verification purposes. Following command procedure was shown geometrically in Fig. 8 
